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FOREWORD

The dances which are described in this little

book were procured from callers in Kentucky who
are familiar with the old square dances as they

are danced in the Kentucky Mountains and else-

where in the state.

These dances are done with great vigor and

spontaneity.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to Dr. C. B.

Marcum of Berea, Kentucky, who gave me the

Changes in this book, to Miss Neva L. Boyd of

Chicago, Illinois, for her assistance, and to Mr.

J. H. Aubrey, Mr. J. A. Darnell, Mr. W. H. Elmore,

Mr. Dallas Erwin, Mr. J. T. Stallings and Mr. J. L.

Stephens, the able fiddlers who gave assistance

and suggestions regarding suitable music.

IDA LEVIN

May, 1928,

Louisville, Kentucky
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SUGGESTIONS FOR PROMPTERS
It is advisable for prompters to practice the calls so that

they may call with a sense of ease, instead of being hurried
as many beginners are.

A prompter may add a few words of explanation for a
group that is confused, and he often demonstrates with a
few, any diflScult figure that is new to the group.

After a group is familiar with the dances, the prompter
does very little calling. He usually calls the introductory
figure—"Join hands, circle left all the way around," etc.,

the name of the Change, and occasional explanations dur-

ing the Change, such as, "Don't forget your partners," and
"Next" when it is time for a new couple to begin the dance,
also the "Swing home, corners too," which follows each
Change.

Some of the Kentucky prompters call their instructions

in rhyme more frequently than is done in the calls given
in this book.

DESCRIPTION OF POSITION AND FIGURES
Formation
Any number of couples stand in a circle, the lady on the

gentleman's right. In finishing the Swing or after execut-
ing any figure the lady is always on the gentleman's right.

A Change
A figure danced by all couples in the circle is called a

Change. In each Change the first couple walks to the
couple on the right, dances with this couple, then with the
next couple on the right, and so on until it has danced with
all the couples in the circle. In leading the lady to the
next couple the gentleman takes her left hand in his right.

In the majority of these Changes, when the leading
couple has danced with all but the last couple in the circle,

it does the Do si do (No 1) with this couple (see p. 7

for description of Do si do).

When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple, the
second couple simultaneously walks to the couple on its

right and begins dancing with this third couple (a couple
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must be careful not to lead off to the couple on the right
too soon, and in order to avoid confusion the prompter may
call "Next"). As each couple completes the trip around
the circle it takes its own place in the circle and remains
there, dancing with the other couples as they come along.

When all the couples have danced the Change, the
prompter calls "Swing home, corners too" (see p. 5 for
description of Swing home, corners too).

If there are more than ten couples in the group the
prompter may call "Every third couple", whereupon the
tirst couple passes one couple, then dances with the next,
that is, the first couple dances with alternate couples
throughout and the others do the same; or the group may
be divided into several sets of from six to ten couples in

a set. There need not be even numbers of couples.

Three Changes are called while the same couples are on
the floor. If an entire evening is devoted to old-fashioned
dances the program usually includes a number of round
dances such as the waltz, polka and two-step.

The Step

The dancers usually walk vigorously through the figures.

Sometimes they skip and often they do a fast two-step
stamping on the first beat of the measure. The couples
who are not dancing often do what is known as the "Hoe-
down jig" while they await their turns. This jig somewhat
resembles the "Charleston". Often those awaiting their

turns clap their hands in rapid fashion. This is called

"Ratting". Frequently the "Hoedown jig" and "Ratting"
are done at the same time.

The Swing
In swinging, the couples v/ith one or both hands joined,

pull vigorously to the left as they walk around. When
only one hand is joined the gentleman never puts the

other around the lady's waist but lets his free hand hang
at his side. In the swing the ladies always advance to

meet the gentlemen.

Grand Right and Left

Partners face each other, join right hands and walk past

each other, thus bringing each face to face with another
larly or gentleman with whom each joins left hands in

passing. They proceed around the circle giving right and
left hands alternately.
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Promenade.

Each gentleman takes his partner on his right with both
hands joined, the right crossed above the left, and walks
back to his original place. When the promenade is done in

the Grand right and left they continue in the direction
in which the gentleman is going.

Swing Home Corners Too
Each gentleman, joining both hands with his partner,

swings her once around, then joining both hands with the
corner, that is, the lady on his left, swings her once around.

Music
The guitar, fiddle and piano are the instruments most

frequently used, the fiddle being the most popular. Almost
any jig makes a good accompaniment for the dances, but
the following are particularly well liked by some of the
most able fiddlers: ''Turkey in the Straw", "Old Hen
Cackled", "Durangs Hornpipe", "Sailors Hornpipe", "Sol-

dier's Joy", "Long Eared Mule", "Arkansas Traveler",
"Wagoner", "Rocky Mountain Hornpipe", "Mississippi
Sawyer", "Leather Breeches", "Oh Suzanna", "Sally
Goodin", **01d Black Joe", "Javy Boy", "Cotton Eyed Joe",
"Candy Girl", "Billy in the Low Land", "Billy Boy",
"Eighth of January", "Louisburg Blues", "Louisville Break-
down", "Going Over the Falls", "Snowbird on the Ash
Bank", "Sandy Land", "Swing Old Daisy", "Stony Point",
"Martha Campbell", "Eagle Creek", "White Chicken",
"Forked Deer", "Sour Wood Mountain", "California",
"Rocky Road to Charleston", "Grey Eagle", "Hell Among
the Yearlings", "Red Bird", "Arkansas Bells", "Brown
Girls", "Platter", "Midnight", "Wild Goose", "Sugar Hill",

"Buffalo Girls", "The Widder", "Hell in Texas", "Fishers
Hornpipe" and "The Wood Chuck".

A good number of these tunes may be found in "Old
Familiar Dance Tunes" by George C. Gott, or, "Harding's
Collection of Jigs and Reels".

Key to Calls and Descriptioiis

It will be noted that the number of the calls and those of
the description correspond, thus making each figure clear
for dancers to whom the dances are new.
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THE INTRODUCTORY FIGURE
Danced before each Cha,Tige

The Call

1. Join hands, circle left all the way around.

2. Swing home.

3. Corners, too.

4. Don't forget your partner.

DO SI DO (No. 1)

The Call

1. Out to the right and circle four once around.

2. Partners join left hands and swing half around.

3. Give opposite your right hand and dance all the way
around.

4. Promenade, both hands joined.
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THE INTRODUCTORY FIGURE
Danced before each Change

Description

1. All couples join hands in a circle and walk to the
left completely around.

2. Partners join both hands and swing once around.

3. Each gentleman joins both hands with the lady on
his left and swings her once around.

4. Each gentleman joins left hands with his partner and
swings her once around.

DO SI DO (No. 1)-

Description

1. First couple walks to the last couple, all four join

hands in a circle and walk to the left completely
around.

2. Partners then join left hands and change places.

3. Each gentleman joins right hands with the opposite
lady and swings her completely around.

4. Each gentleman takes his partner on his right and
joins both hands crossed with the right above the left.

The visiting couple passes to the right of the other
one, around behind that couple's place and back to its

own place in the circle. Simultaneously the other
couple describes a circle following the visiting couple
and finishes by turning into its own place.

*In most of the Changes each couple, after dancing with
the others in the circle, dances the Do si do (No. 1) with
the last couple instead of the figure danced with the other
couples. When this is done it is indicated in the descrip-
tion.
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DANCE 'EM ROUND
The Call

1. Dance 'em round.
(If the group needs further instruction the prompter
may call "First couple out to the right" "All circle

left", etc.).

2. Next couple out to the right.

3. Swing home, corners too.

RIGHTS AND WRONGS
The Call

1. Rights and wrongs.

2. Dance with your partner.

3. Join hands, circle left all the way around.

4. Swing home, corners too.
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DANCE 'EM ROUND
Description

1. First couple walks to the couple on the right. All
four join hands in a circle and walk to the left once
around. First couple walks to the next couple on the
right, all four join hands in a circle and walk to the
left once around.
First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

2. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple
the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats the figure.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.

3. See page 5 for description.

RIGHTS AND WRONGS*
Description

1. All couples do Grand right and left (see page 4 for

description) around the circle until the prompter
calls, "Dance with your partner" or "Promenade".

2. Each gentleman then dances the Two-step around the
room with his new partner. Or, in case the prompter
calls, "Promenade" he promenades with her (see page
5 for description).

3. All couples join hands in a circle and walk to the
left completely around.
Repeat 1, 2 and 3 as often as desired.

4. See page 5 for description.

*This figure is sometimes used as a method of selecting
partners for the occasional Round Dance which is included
in the program of old fashioned dances, and is especially
helpful when the group is not well acquainted.
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LOCK CHAIN SWING

The Call

1. Lock chain swing.

2. Dance with your partner.

3. Join hands, circle left all the way around.

4. Swing home, corners too.

RIGHT HANDS ACROSS

The Call

1. Right hands across.

2. Left back.

3. Swing opposite lady.

4. On to the next.

5. Next couple out to the right.

6. Swing home, corners too.
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LOCK CHAIN SWING-
Description
1. All the couples are in a circle. Partners face each

other, link right arms and swing once around. All
proceed around the circle as in Grand right and left

(see page 4 for description), linking right and left

arms alternately and swinging once around with each,
until the prompter calls, "Dance with your partner"
or "Promenade".

2. Each gentleman then dances the Two-step around the
room with his new partner. Or, in case the prompter
calls, ''Promenade" he promenades with her (see page
5 for description).

3'. All couples join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around.
Repeat 1, 2 and 3 as often as desired.

4. See page 5 for description.

*This figure is sometimes used as a method of selecting

partners for the occasional Round Dance which is included
in the program of old fashioned dances, and is especially

helpful when the group is not well acquainted.

RIGHT HANDS ACROSS
Description
1. First couple walks to the couple on the right and

these four join right hands across in a star (gentle-

men's hands above the ladies') and walk around eight
steps.

2. All face about, join left hands across in a star and
walk back to places.

3. Each gentleman gives his right hand to the opposite
lady and swings her all the way around.

4. First couple repeats 1, 2 and 3, with the next couple
on the right.

iFirst couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, v/ith whom it

dance Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).
5. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple

the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
6. See page 5 for description.
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LADIES BOW, GENTS YOU KNOW HOW
The Call

1. Four hands across, gent's over ladies.

2. Ladies bow, gent's you know how.

3. Swing your opposite.

4. On to the next.

5. Next couple out to the right.

6. Swing home, corners too.

SHOO FLY SWING

The Call

1. Shoo fly swing.
(If the group needs further instruction, the prompter
may call, "Don't forget your partner" ''Swing next
gent", etc., and when it is time for her partner to

begin the prompter may call, ''Partner follow").

2. Next lady out to the right.

3. Swing home, corners too.

It
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LADIES BOW, GENTS YOU KNOW HOW
Description
1. First couple walks to the couple on the right. First

and second ladies join both hands, first and second
gentlemen join both hands across and above the ladies'.

2. The ladies stoop under the raised arms of the gentle-

men, then the gentlemen stoop under the raised arms
of the ladies. Still keeping their hands joined, all

walk to the left once around.
3. First gentleman and second lady join both hands and

swing once around, simultaneously the second gentle-

man and the first lady join both hands and swing
once around.

4. First couple repeats 1, 2 and 3 with the next couple on
the right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).
5. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple

the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
6. See page 5 for description.

SHOO FLY SWING
Description
1. ^irst gentleman stands in his place while the first

lady and second gentleman join right hands and swing
once around. Her partner advances to meet her and
they join left hands and swing once around. She then
goes on to the third gentleman and swings him while
the first gentleman swings the second lady. Her part-

ner again advances to meet her and they join left

hands and swing once around.
First couple continues in this manner, the gentleman
being one couple behind the lady, until it has danced
with all the couples.

2. When the first gentleman has reached the fourth lady
the second lady simultaneously walks to the couple on
her right and repeats the figure.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
3. See page 5 for description.
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BOX THE GNATS OR SWING AND SWIVER
The Call

1. First gent swing partner half around.

2. Opposite direction all the way around.

3. Swing second couple.

4. Opposite direction all the way around.

5. Don't forget your partner.

6. On to the next.

7. Next couple out to the right.

8. Swing home, corners too.

LADIES IN CENTER BACK TO BACK
The Call

1. Ladies in center, back to back.

2. Gents shuffle to left.

3. Pass your partner one, swing, place her back.

4. Go on around.

5. Pass your partner two, swing, place her back.

6. Go on around.

7. Swing home, corners too.
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BOX THE GNATS OR SWING AND SWIVER
Description
1. First gentleman and first lady join right hands and

swing half way around.
2. First gentleman and first lady join both hands crossed

with the right above the left and swing all the way
around in the opposite direction.

3. First gentleman and second lady join right hands and
swing half way around, while the first lady does the
same with the second gentleman.

4. First gentleman and second lady join both hands and
swing all the way around in the opposite direction,

while the first lady does the same with the second
gentleman.

5. First couple repeats 1 and 2.

6. First couple repeats 3 and 4, with the next couple on
the right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).
7. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple

the second couple, having repeated 1 and 2, simulta-
neously walks to the couple on its right and repeats

3, 4, 5 and 6.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
8. See page 5 for description.

LADIES IN CENTER BACK TO BACK
Description
1. All ladies walk to the center of the circle, turn, face

their partners and remain in place.

2. All gentlemen walk to the left completely around.
3. Each gentleman passes his partner and, stopping be-

fore the lady on his partner's right, joins right hands
with her and swings her once around.

4. While the ladies remain in place all gentlemen contin-
ue walking to the left completely around.

5. Each gentleman passes his partner and, stopping be-

fore the second lady on his partner's right, joins right
hands with her and swings her once around.

6. While the ladies remain in place all gentlemen contin-

ue walking to the left completely around. They repeat
the figure swinging each lady in turn until they again
meet their partners.

7. See page 5 for description.
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LADY AROUND THE LADY
The Call

1. Lady around the lady and the gent also.

2. Lady around the gent and the gent don't go.

3. Circle four.

4. On to the next.

5. Next couple out to the right.

6. Swing home, corners too.

GENT AROUND THE GENT
The Call

1. Lady around the lady, gent around the gent.

2. Right hand swing.

3. Lady around the gent, gent around the lady.

4. Left hand swing.

5. On to the next.

6. Next couple out to the right.

7. Swing home, corners too.
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LADY AROUND THE LADY
Description
1. First couple walks to the couple on the right with the

lady in the lead. She walks between the second lady
and gentleman and around the second lady with her
partner following her without hands joined.

2. First lady then walks between the second lady and
gentleman again and around the second gentleman
while her partner remains in front of the couple.

3. All four join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around.
4. First couple repeats 1, 2 and 3, with the next couple

on its right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

5. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple
the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
6. See page 5 for description.

GENT AROUND THE GENT
Description
1. First lady walks to the couple on the right followed

by her partner (they do not join hands). She walks
between the second lady and gentleman and around
the second lady while her partner follows but walks
around the second gentleman.

2. First couple joins right hands and swings once around.
3. First lady walks between the second lady and gentle-

man and around the second gentleman while the first

gentleman follows, walking around the second lady.

4. First couple joins left hands and swings once and a
half around.

5. First couple repeats 1, 2, 3 and 4, dancing with the
next couple on its right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).
6. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple

the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
7. See page 5 for description.
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OCEAN WAVE
The Call

1. Ocean wave.
(If the group needs further instruction the prompter
may call "First couple out to couple on the right"
"Between this couple" "Circle four" "Swing the
opposite", etc.).

2. Next couple out to the right.

3. Swing home, corners too.
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OCEAN WAVE
Description

1. First couple, joining hands crossed with the right
above the left, walks to the couple on the right. First
couple walks between the second lady and gentleman.
Simultaneously, as the second couple separates, it

walks forward. Each gentleman takes his partner's
left hand in his right and they turn left about. Second
couple, joining hands crossed with the right above the
left, walks between the first couple which simulta-
neously separates and walks forward. Both couples
turn left about as before. All four join hands in a
circle and walk to the left completely around.
First gentleman joins right hands with the second
lady and swings her completely around, simulta-
neously the second gentleman joins right hands with
the first lady and swings her completely around.
(First couple walks to the next couple on its right and
continues in this manner until it has danced with all

save the last couple with whom it dances Do si do
(No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

2. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple
the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats the figure.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.

3. See page 5 for description.

4
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CIRCLE LEFT AND RIGHTS AND WRONGS
The Call

1. All circle left.

2. Rights and wrongs.

3. Count off four (or any number the prompter desires).

4. Dance with your partner.

5. Swing home, corners too.
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CIRCLE LEFT AND RIGHTS AND WRONGS-
Description

1. All couples join hands in a circle and walk to the left.

2. When the prompter calls ''Rights and wrongs", all

face partners and do Grand right and left (see page 4

for description).

3. All continue in the same direction in which they have
been walking but instead of weaving in and out as in

the Grand right and left the gentlemen all walk on
the inside and the ladies on the outside of the circle.

They walk past three people (depending on the num-
ber called).

4. When each gentleman meets the fourth lady he dances
the Two-step around the room with her. Or, in case
the prompter calls "Promenade" he promenades with
her (see page 5 for description).
Repeat 1, 2, 3 and 4 as often as desired.

5. See page 5 for description.

*The Introductory figure is not danced before this figure.

This figure is sometimes used as a method of selecting

partners for the occasional Round Dance which is included
in the program of old fashioned dances, and is especially
helpful when the group is not well acquainted.
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WALTZ THE HALL
The Call

1. Waltz the hall.

(If the group needs further instruction the prompter
may call "Gent lead off" ''Swing three once around"
"Swing partner", etc.).

2. Next gentleman out to the right.

3. Swing home, corners too.

SHOOT THE OWL
The Call

1. First couple shoot the owl, gent lead off, swing three

once around.

2. Shoot the owl.

3. Shoot partner on the left.

4. Partner follows.

5. Shoot home.

6. Next gentleman out to the right.

7. Swing home, corners too.
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WALTZ THE HALL
Description
1. First gentleman walks to the couple on the right. All

three join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around. First gentleman joins left hands
with his partner and swings her completely around.
First gentleman then goes to the next couple on the
right and repeats the figure. Simultaneously the first

lady goes to the couple on her right (the couple with
whom her partner has just danced) and repeats the
figure.

First couple continues in this manner, the lady being
one couple behind the gentleman, until it has danced
with all save the last couple, with whom it dances
Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

2. When the first lady moves on to the fourth couple
the second gentleman simultaneously walks to the
couple on his right and repeats the figure.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
3. See page 5 for description.

SHOOT THE OWL
Description
1. First gentleman walks to the couple on the right. All

three join hands in a circle and walk to the left, once
and a half around.

2. Second gentleman and his partner raise their joined
hands and the first gentleman goes under their arms.

3. First gentleman joins left hands with his partner
and swings her completely around.

4. First gentleman then goes to the next couple on the
right and repeats 1 and 2. Simultaneously the first

lady goes to the couple on her right and repeats 1

and 2.

5. Repeat 3.

First couple continues in this manner, the lady being
one couple behind the gentleman, until it has danced
with all save the last couple, with whom it dances Do
si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

6. When the first lady moves on to the fourth couple
the second gentleman simultaneously walks to the
couple on his right and repeats 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
7. See page 5 for description.
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FIGURE EIGHT

The Call

1. Way to the left around the first lady.

2. Back to the right around the gent.

3. Circle four.

4. On to the next.

5. Next couple out to the right.

6. Swing home, corners too.

1. Way to the left around the first lady.

2. Back to the right around the gent.

3. Circle four.

4. On to the next.

5. Swing home, corners too.

Second couple

X—Gentleman
O—Ivady

First couple

CHASE THE GOOSE

The Call
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FIGURE EIGHT
Description
1. First gentleman, taking his partner's left hand with

his right hand, leads her to the couple on the right,

between this couple and around the lady.

2. First gentleman continues leading her in a figure

eight as follows: he leads to the left, then, turning to

the right, leads her between this couple again and
around the second gentleman.

3. All four join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around.
4. First couple repeats 1, 2 and 3, with the next couple

on the right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).
5. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple

the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.
6. See page 5 for description.

CHASE THE GOOSE-
Description
1. First gentleman, taking his partner's left hand in his

right, leads her to the couple on the right, between
this couple and around the lady.

2. First gentleman continues leading her in a figure

eight as follows: he leads to the left, then, turning to

the right, he leads her between this couple again and
around the second gentleman.

3. All four join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around.
4. These four then go to the next couple on the right

and repeat 1, 2 and 3. (No. 3 call must then be changed
to ''circle six").

First couple continues in this manner until the entire

group is dancing, a new couple joining the line each
time.

5. See page 5 for description.

*This dance is the same as Figure Eight with the excep-
tion that in Chase the Goose the couples join on until all

are dancing.
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ALL ON THE CORNER STAY AT HOME
The Call

1. Ladies all on the corner stay at home, all gents for-

ward, partner one.

2. Swing and promenade.

3. Leave her in place and gents forward two.

4. Swing home, corners too.

MAKE THE BASKET

The Call

1. Ladies join hands and circle once around in center.

2. Gents join hands and circle outside.

3. All go out and in and make the basket.

4. Circle all around.

5. Swing home again.

6. Swing home, corners too.
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ALL ON THE CORNER STAY AT HOME
Description
1. All ladies remain in place while each gentleman walks

to the lady on his right.

2. Each gentleman joining left hands with this lady
swings her completely around, then promenades with
her completely around the circle and back to her
original place (see page 5 for description of prom-
enade).

3. Each gentleman walks to the next lady on his right
and swings her and promenades as before.

Each gentleman continues in this manner until he
reaches his original partner with whom he joins left

hands and swings completely around.

4. See page 5 for description.

MAKE THE BASKET
Description

1. All ladies walk to the center and, joining hands in a
circle, walk to the left completely around.

2. Simultaneously all gentlemen join hands in a circle

around the ladies, walk to the left completely around
and stop at their partners' left.

3. The ladies raise their joined hands and each gentle-

man puts his head under his partner's left arm, thus
forming a basket.

4. In this position all walk to the left about eight steps

and then to the right.

5. All gentlemen give right hands to their partners and
swing completely around.

6. See page 5 for description.
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DO SI DO (No. 2)

The Call

1. First couple go to couple on the right.

2. Circle once around.

3. Swing opposite clear around.

4. Partner by the left and swing clear around.

5. On to the next.

6. Next couple out to the right.

7. Swing home, corners too.
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DO SI DO (No. 2)

Description
1. First couple walks to the couple on the right.

2. These four make a circle as follows: the first gentle-

man gives his left hand to his partner and his right
hand to the second lady. The second gentleman gives
his left hand to his partner and his right hand to the
first lady, which brings both gentlemen with their

backs to the center of the circle. In this position
they walk to the gentlemen's right completely around.

3. First gentleman, joining right hands with the second
lady, swings her completely around. Simultaneously
the second gentleman joining right hands with the
first lady swings her completely around.

4. Partners, joining left hands, swing completely around.

5. First couple repeats 2, 3 and 4 with the next couple
on the right.

First couple continues in this manner until it has
danced with all save the last couple, with whom it

dances Do si do (No. 1) (see page 7 for description).

6. When the first couple moves on to the fourth couple
the second couple simultaneously walks to the couple
on its right and repeats 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Repeat this figure until all the couples have danced.

7. See page 5 for description.
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THREAD THE NEEDLE
The Call

1. Thread the needle.
(If the group needs further instructions, the prompter
may call, "Circle to the left" "All stand and leader
wind up the line" "Forward" "All stand still and
leader unwind the line."

2. Swing home, corners too.

Description

1. All join hands in a circle and walk to the left

completely around. The first gentleman releases the
last lady's hand and winds the group as follows:
(Note that the dancers keep their hands joined
throughout the figure and that they do not turn under
their own arms, that is, throw the arm over the head).
The last gentleman and his partner stand still and the
first gentleman leads the line around toward the center
of the circle and under the last gentleman's right arm.
As the line goes under, the last gentleman makes a
three-quarter turn right and stands with his back to

his partner with his right arm over his left shoulder.
(He will probably try to bring his right ariii over his

head, but he must not do so). This end of the line

stands, while the first gentleman leads the line around
toward the center of the circle and under the right

arm of the next to the last lady. As the line goes
under, this lady makes a three-quarter turn right and
stands with her right arm over her left shoulder and
with her back to the last gentleman. The first gentle-

man continues leading the line under the right arm
of each person in turn until all are standing with the
right arm over the left shoulder.
The first gentleman and the last lady then join hands,
and the circle walks forward until the prompter calls,
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"All Stand Still and Leader Unwind." Then the first

gentleman and the last lady release their hold, and
the first gentleman unwinds the group as follows: he
leads away from the center of the circle, around be-

hind the first lady and under the second gentleman's
left arm. As the first gentleman goes under toward
the center of the circle, the first lady turns left about
(she must not try to put her arm oyer her head) and
finds she has unwound her right arm from around her
neck. The first gentleman leads away from the center
of the circle again and pushes the first lady backward
under the second lady's left arm. As the first lady
goes under, the second gentleman turns left about, un-
winding his right arm from around his neck. The
first gentleman leads around again and pushes the
second gentleman under the third gentleman's left

arm. As he does so, the second lady turns left about.
As the line goes under, the first lady follows the second
gentleman and the first gentleman follows her. Thus
the line is pulled through under the arm of each per-

son in succession, the one standing in front of the per-

son under whose arm they go is the first to go under
and pulls the line after him. It will be noted that
the first gentleman is always the last to go under.
They continue until all are unwound.

2. See page 5 for description.
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